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Editorial
Here we are again with the SAM Weekly Newsletter to keep you
entertained. This week the digest is packed full of helpful tips,
tricks and fascinating stories. Let's start with BMW explaining
their adjustable deflectors designed to improve aerodynamics. On
to my favourite story in this week's newsletter, there will be no
Customs Formalities for UK Bikers when taking bikes into the EU.
The DVSA are urging drivers planning to tow a trailer to get some
training. From personal experience, both Janis and I benefited
from getting some training before towing our caravan. Have you
heard about the #AndyCoxChallenge? No, well you can read
about it in your newsletter this week. There is a recall on the
Triumph Speed Triple due to malfunctioning brake bolts. Now
there is a problem you want to get fixed quickly. Our old friend i2i
are back proving training. Under the watchful eye of Tom Killen
these courses are well worth the money. There is a fascinating
article on the causes of bubbles in tyres and how to avoid them.
To balance we've also provided an article on how to get the best
insurance deal for your vehicles. Finally, there are a couple of
articles on myth busting electric bikes and  another favourite in
this edition, a discussion on why fossil fueled engines aren't going
anywhere anytime soon.

As the big day gets closer, Steve Bennett is still taking donations
for his 24-hour charity ride from Land's End to John O'Groats on
the 21st of June. Finally, as if we haven't endured enough with
persistent COVID, there are quite a few SAM Club members who
are having a difficult time with some serious health problems.
Everyone in your Club sends you the very best wishes at this
difficult time in life. Stay in touch to share more stories about
bikes, bikers and biking.

SAM Club members can find all the latest Club events on the
website’s Calendar. Read, enjoy and share your Club’s newsletter
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with ALL your friends and family. Until next week stay healthy and
ride safely.

If you're making the most of the lovely
weather, please consider carrying our
FREE Biker I.C.E. Card. It gives
emergency services staff vital
information about the right treatment for

you, should you be involved in an accident. SAM Club - dedicated
to helping YOU to be a safer rider.

Being a member of the SAM Club
To be a member of the SAM Club you MUST also be a current
member of IAM RoadSmart. As a registered UK charity the SAM
Club has charitable objectives to provide advanced motorcycle
education and training. Our charity has to abide by the national
standards, testing and liability insurance cover to continue these
activities. Liability insurance ensures that, within the events
covered, both the SAM Club, its Trustees and members are
safeguarded against most untoward events; this includes all
formal training and social events.  Also, the SAM Club is dedicated
to promoting the education and training of bikers in advanced
riding knowledge and skills, both locally and nationally. At a total
cost of £50/year, i.e. 96p/week, you help ALL your fellow bikers
to improve their riding knowledge and skills. Thank you.

Associates: SAM’s highly trained, dedicated, self-funding,
volunteer Observers, meet all their own expenditure in providing
your training. When you go out on observed rides with your
Observer, we are asking you to donate £10 to offset a little of
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their running costs in helping you to become an advanced
motorcycle rider. Thank you.

Ways to stay in touch with your Club!
It’s really easy to stay in touch with your Club! We provide
emails, a website and use social media accounts for you to
contact us. All of which is free of any cost to the Club. If you are
not getting the Club information circulated, or simply want to tell
us something, just let us know at
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike. We’ll be happy to ensure that we
stay in touch with you. You can also now sign up for Club emails
on the SAM website.

Paul Conway
Volunteer Newsletter & Website Support, Sheffield Advanced
Motorcyclists
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Club Merchandise
“YOU can proudly support YOUR Club”
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SAM Social Media News

BMW adaptive aero springs into
action: How pop-out bodywork is the
future of aerodynamics. The idea of
moving bodywork is far from new, but
BMW are looking to get in on the act
without the use of electronics. We’ve

had electrically adjustable screens for years and more recently
Moto Guzzi’s V100 Mandello added moving panels in the fairing,
but now BMW have filed a patent for ‘adjustable air deflectors’ to
boost comfort and improve aerodynamics. The design is
illustrated with the image of an R1250GS, but it’s clear the idea is
applicable to most bikes. The Mandello’s variable-position flaps,
mounted between the rear edge of the nose fairing and the
forward shoulders of the fuel tank, illustrate how adaptive aero
can work, using electric servos to shift from their wind-cheating,
flush position to an extended mode to push air away. Read more…

No Customs Formalities When
Bringing UK Bikes To The European
Union. British motorcyclists who
had their bike transported to the
European Union, often ran into
trouble and were confronted with
high fines in EU countries. Following
action by FEMA, FIVA and NMC, the European Commission has
now confirmed to us that taking a motorcycle or a car with you
from the United Kingdom to the continent should not be a
problem. It may sound strange for many of us, but a large
number of British residents do not ride their bike to the continent,
but put them in a van or a trailer, or hire a shipping company to
transport the bike to the area where they want to ride with it.
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Also, owners of historic vehicles are used to transport their
vehicles this way to take part to exhibitions, rally’s, etcetera.
Read more…

Drivers urged to get training to
tow trailers and caravans safely.
From today (18 May 2022),
drivers in England, Scotland and
Wales can take newly-accredited
training to learn and improve the
skills they need to safely tow.

The Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) is urging drivers
who are planning to tow a trailer or caravan to take a training
course before getting behind the wheel. There are
newly-accredited trainers running courses to suit every level of
ability, including:

● towing for the first time
● returning to towing after a break
● towing large trailers
● refreshing and formalising your skills if you already

regularly tow Read more…

Weather blood rain: We could see
the blood rain effect in the sky over
Sheffield on Friday. A cloud of
Saharan dust could create a blood
rain effect in Sheffield tomorrow as
it turns the rain from
thunderstorms a shade of red.
Experts say it is likely the dust will make the most impact at
higher altitudes, which is more likely to cause a hazy sky effect
rather than impact the air quality nearer the ground. The forecast
for Sheffield on Friday, May 20, is for light rain showers and a
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moderate breeze. This could make conditions perfect for blood
rain and hazy skies. Read more…

The #AndyCoxChallenge
continued for our Sgt after he
finished his shift yesterday, and he
tried valiantly to beat the rain but
unfortunately it got him about 5
miles from home It meant that
Day 3 commenced this morning
with very wet shoes and a filthy

bicycle, but at least the sunshine shone. Another 100km was
completed on behalf of the challenge. Day 3's focus is on the
recording and reporting of road crime or road danger. No one
expects the public to do the police's job, but fundamentally the
public are our greatest eyes as our officers can't be everywhere
at all times. We cannot reduce road deaths and those seriously
injured all alone. Access to dashcam and headcam is readily
available these days and not only can it capture terrible driving
but it can protect your interests in the event of a collision; and
often the manufacturer has capacity to take uploads and send on
to participating forces. As its use grows everyone should drive like
they are being filmed, as it is highly likely that you are.

MANUFACTURERS' RECALL
Improper thread shape on the rear
axle on your Triumph Speed Triple
1200 RR or Speed Triple 1200 RS
may result in inactivation of the
mating bolt thread lock compound.
Consequently the brake disc
mounting screws may loosen and
come into contact with other
components of the vehicle, causing
the rider to fall. FEMA, Europe's
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leading motorcyclists' organisation, shows you all recalls:
www.femamotorcycling.eu/recalls

How to get cheaper motorbike
insurance: our top tips. How
much you pay for motorcycle
insurance depends on the
model you’re looking to cover
and your personal
circumstances. Several factors
go into calculating your

motorbike insurance costs, and any one of these could mean you
pay more than you should. The good news is that you could save
money with our top tips for cheaper motorbike insurance. Read
more…

I2i Motorcycle Academy is at
Scottow Enterprise Park. I2i
coming to Norfolk , weather looks
great so get on the mc3 Kneedown
, bike included £250 , spaces
online, next week!

https://i2imca.com/Home/BookOnline

#i2imotorcycleacademy #massbrookdrivingschool #triumph
#norfolk #huggerchallenge #bridgestones21
#advancedridingtechniques #hjc #hjchelmets #kneedown
#bodypositioning
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What Causes Bubbles On Tires
And How To Prevent Them? A new
driver may not know what bubbles
on tires are, but they can be
detrimental if you overlook them.
Tire bubbles are as dangerous as

driving with a flat tire. Unfortunately, they can be more
dangerous sometimes. You should fix tire bubbles because they
can pop on the road, leading to a vehicle collision. The collision
can lead to catastrophic fatalities, injuries, or loss of life. This
article will answer several questions on tire bubbles, like how do
you get bubbles on tires, Read more…

Why gas-powered cars aren’t
going anywhere. The need to
reduce carbon emissions has
generated more interest in electric
cars, but the internal-combustion
engine isn't dead yet. Most new
cars sold today are still powered
by fossil fuels, and that will likely be the case for some time, said
Jason Fenske of Engineering Explained. Electric cars still face
many challenges. One is energy density--the amount of energy
that can be stored in a given space. Gasoline is simply more
energy dense than the lithium-ion battery cells. That means you
need more space to store the same amount of energy from a
gallon of gasoline in batteries. That's why electric cars require
big, heavy battery packs to achieve an acceptable amount of
range. By volume, gasoline is 13 times more energy dense than
the best lithium-ion batteries, Fenske said. The energy density of
electric-car batteries could improve with future developments in
chemistry, but for now batteries are at a serious disadvantage to
fossil fuels in this area. Another issue is cost. The threshold for
profitability is higher for electric cars than comparable
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internal-combustion models, Fenske said. So automakers can
make more money off a car at a given price if it has a gasoline
engine than if it had an electric motor. Automakers are
profit-driven enterprises, so what do you think they want to do?
Read more…

MYTH BUSTING! ELECTRIC
MOTORBIKES EDITION | EPISODE
1. With new petrol motorcycles no
longer being sold in the UK from
2035, we are looking to the latest
innovations in electric to help fulfil
that indescribable feeling we get

from riding. Visordown has taken three of the most common
myths about electric motorcycles and busted them for you. Read
more…

SAM Meetings

SAM Club Saturday Meetings

So much fun meeting up 9am every Saturday
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Steve Harper will be providing slow riding training with cone layouts that
give you the chance to  practise your slow riding skills.

SAM CLUB NIGHT: We warmly
invite ALL SAM Club members, their
family and friends to our monthly
meeting. 6th June 2022  7:30
pm - 9:00 pm (meeting starts
at 8pm) Treeton Miners Welfare,

Arundel St, Treeton, Rotherham S60 5PW, UK

Steve Bennett’s Mad Ride

Steve's 3 wheel mad 24 hour dash
from Lands End to John O'Groats. Well,
it’s getting closer for this ‘mad biker’ to
show just how crazy a biker can be.
Riding a 14-year-old Piaggio MP3 400,
SAM member Steve is taking on the
challenge of riding from Lands End to
John O’Groats. Steve, a widower, is
doing this epic quest in memory of his
wife Samantha who died of leukemia.
He hopes to raise £300, but can we be
a bit more generous and help this
champion raise more funds for a
brilliant worthy cause? To donate go

here…
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What’s On?
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Whiteknights Yorkshire Blood
Bikes would like to hear from
people who are able to become
volunteer fundraisers for this
vital charity that benefits
patients in Yorkshire.

Please get In touch. Even if
you can only spare an hour to
volunteer for us - we really
need people to help us. Hope
to hear from you soon.

Message us through Facebook or email:
fundraising@whiteknights.org.Uk

South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership

Good morning! Do you think it's
ever ok to speed? If we all drive too
fast, we collectively increase the risk
of collisions and the risk that
someone we love will be injured in a
crash. Please don't risk it. Play your
part. #barnsley #doncaster
#rotherham #Sheffield

FATAL COLLISION - CAN YOU HELP?
Can you help our colleagues SYP
Operational Support with an appeal into
a fatal collision?
https://sysrp.co.uk/News/silkstone
Sadly a 22-year-old man died following
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the collision on Friday 20 May. Our thoughts go out to all affected.

NEW FILM: Driving to see
family/friends for the
#PlatinumJubilee? Our basic
vehicle checks film with SYP
Operational Support could
help you arrive safely:

https://sysrp.co.uk/News/floweryfilm #barnsleyisbrill
#rotherhaiswonderful #sheffieldissuper #doncasterisgreat

Kevin Williams
For many years road safety experts,
police and motorcyclists have known
that the most common collision
between a motorcycle and another
vehicle happens when the motorcyclist
has right-of-way and another driver
turns into the rider’s path. All the way
back in 1977, US researcher Harry
Hurt stated:

“The most likely comment of an automobile driver involved in a
traffic collision with a motorcycle is that he, or she, did not SEE
the motorcycle…” Read more…  Also, see all Kevin’s posts at
ko-fi.com/survivalskills.

***60 SECOND SAFETY***
Looking for reasons NOT to
overtake 2
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60 Second Safety is a series of short Better Biking tips from
Survival Skills Rider Training. It might seem that overtaking a
slower vehicle on a straight road couldn't be simpler. We look
ahead, move out, and pass. Don't we? Only if we're overlooking a
common issue - what's in front of the vehicle we want to pass? It
might seem that straight roads offer good views, but the fact is
there's always a blind spot on the other side of the vehicle we're
behind - and when the road is straight, that blind spot is the road
ahead of that vehicle. My starting point for ANY overtake, even
the simplest-looking, is not to ask if I COULD overtake, but to
look for reasons I SHOULDN'T be overtaking. Keeping well back
and using bends - even left-hand corners like this one - can
actually open up the view. Whilst it might seem that checking
that an overtake is 'safe' is all that's needed, it's all-too-easy to
overlook potential threats if we're focused on getting past. If we
reverse our mindset and search for reasons NOT to overtake,
that's less likely. Of course, we might miss a few overtakes whilst
we assess a potential threat that turns out not to be a risk. But
what's better? Missing a pass we could have made? Or finding
ourselves in the middle of an overtake we shouldn't have started?
I'll leave you to work that one out!

*** FOCUS ON FRIDAY *** How short can a bike stop at speed?
Last time out, I looked at absolute
stopping distances from low speed
- 20 mph and 30 mph - and
concluded that with a typical road
bike, it's entirely possible to stop in
surprisingly short distances. My
own tests demonstrated stopping
distances of about two bike lengths
- around four metres - from 20
mph, and roughly five bike lengths - about ten metres - from 30
mph). And for good measure, I linked to some research carried
out in Italy which produced some equally good stopping distances
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for skilled riders. But what if we're travelling at higher speeds?
I've done some rough-and-ready tests but I can give you some
better data, from the Michigan State Police. It seems they have
been running performance tests on police vehicles annually since
the 1950s. And they added motorcycles to their tests in 2004.
And here's the 2022 data from their brake test from 60 mph (97
km/h):
BMW R 1250 RT-P - 138.3 feet (42.06 metres)
Harley-Davidson FLHP - 141.4 feet (43.10 metres)
Taking the BMW figures, and inputting them into the stopping
distance calculator, from a starting velocity of 97 km/h and with a
stopping distance of 42 metres, we actually get a deceleration of
-8.643 m/s² and the rider will be braking for something over
three seconds to stop the bike. And feeding that into the G force
calculator, we get 0.88 G. Not too surprisingly, that's right up
there at the 'expert' level of braking that the Italian study
discussed. And I confess, somewhat to my surprise, the Harley
wouldn't have been far behind. So when we suggest that it's the
bike that makes the difference to our stopping distances, I
suspect we're kidding ourselves more than we realise. But what if
we feed in the 'novice' 3.83 m/s² rate of braking? What are the
implications for braking now?
:: braking time - 7.035 s
:: braking distance 94.78 m
Yes, more than doubled and out to almost 100 metres - well over
300 feet. The expert rider on the Harley would have stopped fifty
metres earlier. That's more than half the length of a soccer pitch.

And here's the really bad news. Because the bike slows less
rapidly, it covers the ground in less time, which means the rider
has less time to react - just 1.8 seconds in fact to impact. And
what about the impact speed. If the expert rider JUST stopped in
42 metres, then the novice rider would still be moving at 72 kph
at the moment they hit the obstacle. That's 45 mph, and more
than enough to have fatal results. As is so often the case, the
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ability level of the operator makes far more difference than the
capabilities of the machine. So how good is the average rider at
stopping from higher speeds? My guess is, not all that good. Even
those of us who do practice our emergency stops, tend to practice
in car parks or quiet roads from urban speeds - 20 and 30 mph.
Relatively few of us practice braking from open road speeds. I've
even say that I don't do hard stops from speed often enough.
* Memo to self - do some more high speed stops next time out.
And whilst that means the majority of us might feel that we are
sufficiently competent at hard braking, even in the 'able to lift the
rear wheel' category of hard brakers around town, we essentially
leaving our abilities untested at the higher speed end of the
spectrum particularly if you're the kind of rider who uses
'acceleration sense' and rarely brakes for corners on faster roads.
I discovered that I wasn't as good on the brakes at higher speeds
on a track day. The giveaway was that whilst I was pretty good at
braking from a relatively short straight to a tight corner, when it
came to slowing for a corner at the end of a fast straight, other,
more experienced track riders were flying past me whilst I was
already on the brakes. OK, some of that was a track judgement
issue and some of it was developing confidence in the surface,
but it actually took several sessions to begin to build up enough
trust in the brakes to even get close to the level of braking I'd be
happy to apply at lower speeds on the road. So in an emergency,
our 'expert' level of braking may be a bit more limited than we
realise. It's not often I recommend doing some track riding,
because mostly people get competitive and see it as an exercise
in getting round the track faster than the next rider, but if you
can ignore the riders around you and simply concentrate on
improving one aspect of your riding, braking hard from speed is
one thing the track does allow. And then go practice on the road,
particularly if you rarely use the brakes. Just remember - you
won't often find a ROAD surface with the grip levels of a closed
circuit, but ABS sorts that out. And if you don't have ABS? Then
remember to brake UPRIGHT and the bike will slide straight long
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enough for you to disengage the brakes and recover control.
Next week - the implications of speed and braking distance on
overtaking.

*** SKILLS ON SATURDAY ***
Emergency braking from speed.
Yesterday's FOCUS on FRIDAY's
post was all about the kind of
braking distances modern
motorcycles can achieve from
higher speeds - 60 mph - and used

data obtained by the Michigan State Police in testing their bikes.
Rather to my surprise, the Harley-Davidson FLHP stopped in a
fraction over 43 metres (141.4 feet), and only one metre past a
BMW R 1250 RT-P. So then I swapped out the 'expert' rate of
braking and input a 'novice' rate, obtained from an Italian study
into braking ability, and found that it more than doubled the
stopping distances out to 95 metres - more than double. The
point I made yesterday was that most of us are actually not as
good at braking from high speeds as we are at low speeds. I
know I'm not. The reason's fairly straightforward. Hard braking
can be scary until we get used to it. And there are riders reluctant
to even try braking hard at low speed "in case I get it wrong and
crash". I remember having a very fruitless forum discussion with
a rider who'd crashed at 20-something in a bus lane when a car
emerged through the queue next to him. He'd panic-braked and
locked the front wheel. I'd suggested he take himself off to a car
park and practice, in exactly the same way I talked about last
time out in this series - start slow and steady, braking gently but
smoothly, and gradually building up the braking force then adding
a bit more speed. And I reminded him that even if the front wheel
does lock, so long as the bike is upright, it'll slide straight and
stay upright long enough to think "oo-err" and get off the front
brake again to recover control. He declined, saying he might
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crash again. Well, there's always a risk of a crash during practice,
but frankly, if you start gently and build up progressively as I
suggested, the risk is minimal. You, me and my correspondent
are all more likely to crash on the road if we're out of practice.
OK, so that's lower speeds. Scary but tameable. But hard braking
from high speed is - quite honestly - double-scary. I've had to do
it myself once or twice in emergencies but also on one
memorable occasion when it was all entirely self-inflicted. Just
like braking practice from urban speeds, the answer is to build
speed AND brake force progressively. The most important rules
are:
:: brake upright whenever possible - used leaned over, hard
braking will try to stand the bike upright and make it run wide,
and the greater the lean angle the less grip there is for braking.
We can brake mid-bend but it is another learned skill so start with
the simple case and work on upright braking until competent.

:: don't snap them on - if we do, the front suspension is likely to
bottom out, the suspension can't absorb bumps and the bike
could go unstable, and the rebound from the tyre is likely to
unload the front end just as we hit maximum brake pressure,
causing the front wheel to lock / triggering the ABS.

:: apply the brakes smoothly and progressively (like squeezing a
lemon) to maximum pressure - this lets the suspension compress
smoothly, loading the front end progressively and forcing the
front tyre into the surface to generate maximum grip on the road
surface.

:: aim for a smooth one-shot progression, not series of jerky
on-off-on actions - avoid changing gear whilst slowing if that
makes for tweaks of the throttle.

:: even under heavy braking, a little rear brake helps steady the
bike.
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:: braking harder initially is always better than braking harder
later.

:: if we have ABS fitted and a wheel locks, let the ABS sort it out
- you'll still stop quicker than if you ease off the brakes to
disengage the ABS. And if you don't have ABS? Then remember
that if we brake UPRIGHT the bike will slide STRAIGHT long
enough to disengage the brakes and recover control. Then
reapply a little more gently.

And to conclude, by far and away the best solution is NOT to have
to brake hard at all. If we're in any doubt about the situation
ahead, losing speed early when it's optional is always a better
deal than braking late when we're forced to. Braking hard and
late is rarely the key to riding fast - it just unsettles the bike and
unsettles the rider! And if we get it wrong on the track, there's
nearly always plenty of space to recover. That's not the case on
the road. I mentioned a memorable hard braking moment. I'd
been top-speed testing my new FZ750 on a long straight road
through the middle of a military range in Belgium (no accesses
either side) and had just hit 150 mph when I realised the bend at
the end of the straight was not only rather closer than I'd
realised, it was coming up a LOT faster than I was used to. I hit
the brakes. It seemed I was braking harder than I'd ever braked
before, and the bike made it round the bend. That was a good
practical lesson in just how hard it IS possible to brake, but I
would definitely recommend you don't try that particular method.
#survivalskills #advancedriding #skillsonsaturday #tipsontuesday
#focusonfriday #nosurprise #scienceofbeingseen #SOBS
#CrashCourse #shinysideup2021 #RideForever #ACC
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*** MYTH-BUSTING MONDAY *** Sweeping lines give more options Pt 2

Last week in part one of this mini-series, I mentioned how In the West
Midlands BikeSafe video 'Ride the Right Line', presenter Marcus
McCormick suggested that taking a wide line around a corner would "not
work our tyres as hard" and that "if we then have to take evasive action, we
can change direction or brake with more in reserve".

I asked if either statement were true, and last week showed that the 'not
working the tyres as hard' statement is only correct if we don't lean over as
far. If all we do is go a bit faster and lean at the same angle, then we 'work
the tyres' just as hard!

So what about the second half? If we ran a wider line do we actually have
"more in reserve" to take evasive action?

Well, think about this. Compared with the middle-of-the-lane line, the
maximum radius line starts earlier and finishes later. Or to put it another
way, we're leaned over for longer. When we're leaned over, our ability to
brake or accelerate is compromised. And that means on the way into the
corner, we can't brake as late. On the way out of the bend, we cannot get
on the gas as early. I'd say we don't have 'more in reserve', we have less.

There's another risk. If the bend is blind, we may be starting to turn-in to the
bend on a line that makes it difficult, if not impossible, to see all the way
through the corner, which in turn means it's easy to misjudge - and that
could put us on a line that doesn't match the bend. If the bend goes on just
a bit longer than we expect, we'll run wide in the second half of the corner.

The solution is simple. Going deeper into the bend, and deferring any
attempt to 'widen our line' until we can see out of it means we're less likely
to end up running wide.

And we also have to ask ourselves what we're using that wider line for. If
you think about it, the usual reason for opening up a view into a corner is to
shift the Limit Point - and the place we might have to stop - further down
the road.
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Whilst we COULD use the extra distance to reduce our deceleration force if
we DO need to stop, it's more usual that we exploit the wider line to
maintain our 'comfortable' lean angle, which means we're carrying a bit
more speed. And more speed mid-corner is NOT going to make it easier to
stop or change direction.

In fact, it's worse than many of us realise because of the square term in
maths behind acceleration / deceleration. The easiest way to think of this is
to remember:

DOUBLE the speed, QUADRUPLE the stopping distance.

What this means is that even fairly modest gains in speed means we're
carrying more momentum - which means longer distances to stop. Less
obviously, the additional momentum also wants to go straight ahead,
making it more difficult to change direction.

So, even if we maintain the same lean, the extra speed allowed by a wider
line makes it MORE difficult to change speed or direction, not less. The
only way that a wider line benefits us mid-bend is if we keep riding at the
same speed and reduce lean angle accordingly.

And there's another problem. You'll remember the coefficient of friction μ (or
mu) and how last week I made the assumption - to keep it simple - that μ =
1.

Here's the important bit. μ is a coefficient - that means it's the product of
TWO elements. Riders tend to think "I've fitted tyres with lots of grip" but
tyres alone are only half the story. The surface itself has to grip the tyres
and since no two surfaces are the same in terms of the level of grip they
deliver, every time we run off one surface and onto another, μ can change.

Years ago, when I was a courier, there was a notorious change of surface
on a one-way system in the City in London, where mid-bend, the surface
changed from a very grippy anti-skid surface to an old and polished section
with far less grip. As I ran through the corner, I could feel the bike change
lean angle to compensate for the lack of grip.
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And of course,  even a single surface isn't consistent - it can wear, it's likely
to be studded with metal access covers and painted with lines and
markings. It could even be contaminated.

So, wide cornering lines are actually committing us to leaning over and
relying on the surface to deliver grip consistently for a longer distance
around the bend.

My solution is to 'square off' some corners. Rather than try to maximise the
radius of our line, we stay upright deeper into a bend, slowing as we go.
Then with the bike travelling slower, we make our steering input. Because
our speed is low, we change direction more rapidly. And this means the
bike is upright sooner, which allows us to get back on the power well before
the rider on the sweeping line.

Put two bends back to back and rather than make my lines through the
corners a sweeping S shape, I actually turn them into something that looks
more like a Z.

The pluses? The bike is upright much longer, and when it's upright, we're
less at the mercy of a changing road surface, we have all the options IF we
need a change of plan to deal with something unexpected - we can change
speed (up or down) and we can change direction. And we are carrying less
momentum at the point we change direction, which means we're asking
less of the tyres where a loss of grip might be critical.

I call this 'Point and Squirt' cornering and I developed it thirty-odd years
ago. I'd learned all about the wide, sweeping line approach from 1970s
versions of Roadcraft, and from magazine articles when I was developing
my riding style, but when I was doing a lot of long-distance courier work -
often riding cross-country to get from A to B in poor winter weather - I found
this style of riding had significant limitations.

Crucially, as soon as my line-of-sight through the bend was interrupted by
Vision Blockers - whether hedges, buildings or other vehicles - and
particularly when the bends were tighter and the road is narrower, then
trying to carry mid-corner speed came with some big disadvantages since
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those are the bends where we are most likely to have to take evasive
action.

By contrast, Point-and-Squirt made an awful lot of sense once I realised
that the more positive deceleration, the quicker change of direction at a
lower speed, then more positive acceleration actually made riding those
roads with blind bends a LOT easier, particularly when grip was
compromised.

I was upright deeper into the corner which allowed me to continue braking if
needed. I had a better view around the bend, and if all was clear I was
upright and on the gas sooner. And if it wasn't clear? Then my mid-corner
speed was lower which offered easier evasive action.

Conclusion? Whilst the 'Point and Squirt' technique doesn't suit all bends,
there are also good reasons to learn to use lines that 'square off' corners.
Where we have a good view BEYOND the bend we're entering, there's no
reason NOT to use a smooth flowing line through the corner.

But on the UK's twisty roads where it's rarely possible to see all the way
through the corner from one end to the other, and on wet, bumpy and
potholed surfaces, it certainly makes a lot of sense. I've been talking about
Point & Squirt online since the 1995 or thereabouts, yet there are still riders
who argue that it's "not smooth" and that the best way to corner on all
bends is still to use "smooth sweeping lines" despite the proofs to the
contrary

'Ride the Right Line' is twenty years old now, and still one of the better
attempts at a short video on advanced riding - but it doesn't get everything
right as I believe I've shown. It's worth remembering the other name for this
"maximum radius line within the confines of the bend" line - it's the 'racing
line'.

It just proves how some theories about riding are 'the way we've always
done it' and not because anyone actually did the maths.
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IAM RoadSmart News

Do you find yourself seeing red
behind the wheel? IAM RoadSmart
has found that 58% of Londoners
find themselves getting angry at
other drivers when they make
mistakes. Scottish drivers were in
fact the calmest drivers, with just
32% of motorists north of the

border admitting they are prone to road rage. Read more about
IAM RoadSmart's research here: http://ow.ly/vAU550Jb3NK

It is skills day season at IAM RoadSmart and we have already
welcomed many drivers and riders to circuits around the country.

Places are still available on our
car Skills Day on Monday June
13th. Come join the IAM
RoadSmart team and practice
real world driving techniques in
the safety of a controlled and
safe environment.
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To book your place, visit
https://www.iamroadsmart.com/events/skills-days or speak to
our team on 0300 303 1134!

Driving skills put to the test

IAM RoadSmart’s Skills Days not
only allow you to test yourself as a
driver in a safe environment, but
also ensure you learn some top
driving tips from the pros to help

you to be more confident and assured in your ability to handle
different everyday driving challenges. More information

Want to become a better
rider? Our Advanced Riding
Course can help. The roads
can be a dangerous place,
even for the most alert and
cautious riders. While you can
never be 100% safe,
becoming an advanced rider
will equip you with the skills
to correctly anticipate, and plan for, the hazards you encounter on
your rides. Find out more at:
https://www.iamroadsmart.com/courses/advanced-rider
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SAM members have you got some news to share? Send it to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike and share it with all your SAM
Club friends...

Stay healthy and ride safe

Paul Conway (on behalf of the SAM Committee) Sheffield
Advanced Motorcyclists

Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152

Meetings are for club members, observers, associates and ANY
biker interested in taking an advanced rider course. Meetings are
usually for one of these purposes:

● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise

● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test

● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere

● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist

If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.
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Extra bits
● Next SAM Committee Meeting: 25th May 2022
● Next SAM Club Night: 6th June 2022. 7.30pm (Meeting

starts at 8pm) Treeton Miners Welfare, Arundel St,
Treeton, Rotherham S60 5PW, UK

● Autumn Breakfast Meet: 22nd October 2022. 9.30am -
11am The Moorlands, Baslow Rd, Owler Bar, Sheffield
S17 3BQ, UK

● Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the
basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.

● Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT getting
SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then send a
request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.

● Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things

● happening in your club.
● IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are you

making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!

● Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested in
biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to be
an advanced rider.

● Follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.
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What are we about…
The Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists (SAM) are an
independent charity that provides public education, and training in
advanced motorcycling skills. Its aims are to increase public awareness
and understanding of motorcycling and the advanced knowledge and skill
skills required to ride safely on public roads. It is an affiliate group of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and works closely with
statutory and non-statutory organisations in promoting public information
and education on motorcyclists and motorcycling in its designated region.
SAM's volunteer motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain national
standards of advanced motorcycle riding. They provide ongoing guidance
and support to prepare motorcyclists for UK nationally recognised
advanced motorcycling tests. SAM works closely with other charitable
groups who require advanced motorcyclists to support public events, NHS
dispatch rider services and many other socially responsible activities. SAM
provides an essential public service in encouraging, promoting and
marketing improved safety on public roads in the UK and internationally
through IAM RoadSmart. SAM also has a very active social events
programme that encourages its members, family, friends and the public, to
both support the charity's socially responsible objectives and enjoy the
camaraderie and support provided by the club.
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